
Software Advice IndustryView: 

Advertising Cost-per-Hire Survey

Trends and best practices from the industry.



Using the Society for Human Resources Management’s cost-per-hire algorithm, 
we surveyed recruiters in North America to determine how much companies are 
spending on advertising and marketing their open positions.

• Companies spend, on average, $86 on advertising for each new hire. 

• Small companies spend more, on average, for each new hire than larger 
companies. 

• Seventy-two percent of respondents said job boards were a primary 
advertising channel for their companies.

Abstract



Average Advertising Cost-per-Hire Less than $100

About one-third of respondents reported spending less than $50 in advertising 
costs for each new hire, while the majority reported spending less than $500.
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Smaller Businesses Spend More per Hire

Average cost-per-hire

We found that the average cost of each new hire tends to decrease as the size of 
business increases. 
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Larger Businesses Have Larger Advertising Budgets

Average advertising budget

We averaged the advertising budget of recruiting departments according to 
business size. Generally, the larger the business, the larger the advertising budget.
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Number of New Hires Increases with Business Size

Average number of hires

Companies with 1-50 employees hired, on average, 13 new hires over the course of 
the past year, while those with 10,001 employees or more averaged 2,181.
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Job Boards Still the Most Popular Way to Advertise Jobs

Average number of hires

Almost 75 percent of respondents used job boards to advertise open positions, 
while social networks were the second most popular means of advertising jobs.



Average Advertising Cost-per-Hire Less Than $100

Most of the respondents to our survey (67 percent) were representatives of small 
to mid-sized businesses with 250 employees or fewer.
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Software Advice is a trusted resource for software buyers. The company's website, 
www.softwareadvice.com, provides detailed reviews, comparisons and research to 
help organizations choose the right software. Meanwhile, the company’s team of 
software analysts provide free telephone consultations to help each software buyer 
identify systems that best fit their needs. In the process, Software Advice connects 
software buyers and sellers, generating high-quality opportunities for software 
vendors. 

@SoftwareAdvice /company/software-advice

@SoftwareAdvice/SoftwareAdvice
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